


Insight

You can be progressive. You can be experimental. 
You can use tools that no-one has used before.  

But at the end of the day: it's the beat that moves people.



Idea

This year, Telekom Electronic Beats will give a chance to people to beat 
the marching drum of a movement.





BEAT POLLUTION
Before the event, customised selective bins will appear at 
frequently visited areas of Budapest - such as the airport, 
train stations and Deák Square.  

Each type of waste will represent one instrument of a drum 
kit.  
 
Get rid of a plastic bag. Boom. 
Throw that tissue away. Boom. Tss. 
Beer bottle? Boom. Tss. Clap. 

Now listen to what you've just started.
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BEAT BOUNDARIES
Interactive digital CLP's will be placed in front of buildings 
associated with classical music such as:  
the Opera House, the Ballet Academy and the Liszt Ferenc 
Academy of Music. 

The DLP will be a functional drum machine, giving everyone 
the chance to create their own rhythm.  

We draw attention to the diversity of music. Because just like 
peanutbutter and jelly, pepper and strawberries - classical 
and electronic music fit just as well together.
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BEAT HATE
We will place targeted banners at news sites known for 
spreading hate speech.  

The banner is actually a drum sequencer that is linked to the 
content of the article.  
By picking five letters, the drum machine banner will turn that 
article into an electronic song. Each beat represented by the 
place of the picked letters.  

For example: the letter 'A' will be the second beat in 'hate', 
and the third in 'beat'. 

Therefore we can be louder than hate, and be the 808 to 
888.
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Conclusion

Both offline and online, people will have a diverse, first-hand experience of the 
progressive thinking of the 2019 Electronic Beats, a place where they feel good, 

and an event that helped them do something to feel better at their own 
country. 

These are the beats the Now Generation can march to.




